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From the author of the critically acclaimed In Black and White: The Life of Sammy Davis, Jr.,
comes another illuminating socio-historical narrative of the twentieth century, this one spun
around one of the most iconic figures of the fight game, Sugar Ray Robinson.Continuing to set
himself apart as one of our canniest cultural historians, Wil Haygood grounds the spectacular
story of Robinson's rise to greatness within the context of the fighter's life and times. Born
Walker Smith, Jr., in 1921, Robinson had an early childhood marked by the seething racial
tensions and explosive race riots that infected the Midwest throughout the twenties and thirties.
After his mother moved him and his sisters to the relative safety of Harlem, he came of age in
the vibrant post-Renaissance years. It was there that—encouraged to box by his mother, who
wanted him off the streets—he soon became a rising star, cutting an electrifying, glamorous
figure, riding around town in his famous pink Cadillac. Beyond the celebrity, though, Robinson
would emerge as a powerful, often controversial black symbol in a rapidly changing America.
Haygood also weaves in the stories of Langston Hughes, Lena Horne, and Miles Davis, whose
lives not only intersected with Robinson's but also contribute richly to the scope and soul of the
book.From Robinson's gruesome six-bout war with Jake "Raging Bull" LaMotta and his lethal
meeting with Jimmy Doyle to his Harlem nightclub years and thwarted show-biz dreams,
Haygood brings the champion's story, in the ring and out, powerfully to life against a vividly
painted backdrop of the world he captivated.

"Haygood's book is certainly one of the best biographies of a boxer ever written . . . an important
contribution to both sports literature and African American studies."-Gerald Early, Washington
Post ". . . Thoroughly marvelous . . ."-Tim Rutten, Los Angeles Times "Mr. Haygood captures his
grace and power, at many disparate moments, as well as it’s been captured . . . Mr. Haygood . . .
is a biographer in his own prime."-Dwight Garner, New York Times ". . . an ambitious portrait of
an American legend."-Pete Hamill, Sunday Times ". . . insightful, highly readable . . . A wonderful
book that deserves a wide audience."-Kirkus Reviews "Haygood's excellent account of
Robinson's long, eventful life . . .is packed with anecdotes and lush, pertinent context."-
Katherine Dunn, Bookforum "Wil Haygood's new biography of Robinson . . .is about as fine a
book about a boxer as you will find . . . Who is, pound for pound, the best fighter of all time?
Robinson is always in that conversation. And should the topic ever pivot to the best writers about
the sport, Haygood should be, too."-Henry C. Jackson, Associated Press ". . . a compelling, often
brilliant biography."-Rege Behe, Pittsburg Tribune "Haygood was born to the task . . . a portrayal
that resonates with the guts, glitter and gravitas that his subject merits."-Bijan C. Bayne, The Bay
State Banner "This book is a wonderful mix of reporting and grace, inspired by the thunder and
speed of a much forgotten champion. Deeply researched, superbly written, thankfully devoid of



dripping sentimentality, Wil Haygood takes an old broom to Harlem history and sweeps out the
corners. This is the boxer we never knew."-James McBride, author of The Color of Water"The
best is always fragile, Sugar Ray Robinson once said, and it took a writer of Wil Haygood's
magnificence to appreciate what this meant in bringing the great boxer back to life. Sweet
Thunder is a jewel from beginning to end."-David Maraniss, author of When Pride Still Mattered
and Rome 1960"Finally, a biography worthy of a great athlete and social force, Sugar Ray
Robinson."-Larry Merchant,HBO World Championship BoxingAbout the AuthorWil Haygood is a
prizewinning staff writer for The Washington Post and an acclaimed biographer. His In Black and
White was internationally praised. Among his honors are the ASCAP Deems Taylor Award, the
Hurston/Wright Legacy Award, and the Nonfiction Book of the Year Award from the Black
Caucus of the American Library Association.From The Washington PostFrom The Washington
Post's Book World/washingtonpost.com Reviewed by Gerald Early Between 1945 and 1960, the
three black male icons of cool were singer Nat "King" Cole, trumpeter Miles Davis and boxer
Sugar Ray Robinson. It was the era of the rise of the dark-skinned black man, as critic Stanley
Crouch has pointed out, especially so if one throws in actor Sidney Poitier for good measure. In
"Sweet Thunder," his noteworthy biography of Robinson, Washington Post staff writer Wil
Haygood calls them "Esquire men," after the famous men's magazine that started during the
Depression. Esquire men dressed well, carried themselves with a muted masculine flair, were
aficionados of jazz, sports and the nightlife, and were cosmopolitan in their taste for liquor and
ladies. Davis, Cole, Robinson and other black men like them were, in short, the new urban
sophisticates, black celebrities who had crossover appeal to white elites as style-setters.
Haygood evokes this world of black glamour with interludes on Davis, singer Lena Horne and
writer Langston Hughes. These refined scenes make a stark contrast with his accounts of the
world of boxing, where Robinson made his living, a tooth-and-claw Spencerian demimonde of
laissez-faire capitalism and savage competition. Robinson's ability to negotiate these worlds was
not terribly surprising. Champion boxers, especially of an earlier era, were considered
celebrities, hung around with other celebrities, and were expected to be well-dressed, exciting,
larger-than-life figures who fanned their money around like the nouveau riche and oozed
masculine cool. Robinson was born Walker Smith Jr. in Detroit in 1921 during the era of the great
black migration from the South to Northern, Midwestern and upper Southern cities. (In Detroit,
he once carried Joe Louis's bag, as just one of the street urchins who already saw Louis, an
amateur fighter then, as a grand hero.) It was the beginning of the Harlem Renaissance, the time
when blacks became an urban people. After a brief return to the South, Smith, with his mother
and sisters, wound up in Harlem in 1932. There his career as a boxer took off. Smith took the
identity of an absent kid named Ray Robinson in a match, and a boxing legend was born.
Robinson was one of the greatest amateur athletes in American sports history. He was ornery
and basically became his own manager as a pro. That is rather like being one's own lawyer in a
trial, but Robinson made this work. He was one of the few black boxers who spoke for himself
and negotiated his own contracts. He was an irritant to boxing promoters, but he seemed to



enjoy that. He did not handle his money any better than other boxers: He had an entourage of
over a dozen people in his heyday. He strolled the streets of Harlem and Paris like a prince.
Robinson, as Haygood points out, was a romantic: "He had an almost messianic drive, and
wherever others saw limitation, he saw opportunity. Where others saw the confinement of the
athlete, he saw the athlete in transcendence." Most boxing historians consider Robinson pound-
for-pound the greatest fighter in history: explosive power in either of his amazingly fast hands,
balletic feet, a man who fought over 200 bouts in the most competitive divisions in boxing --
welterweight and middleweight -- and lost only 19 times. Thirteen of those losses occurred from
1960 on, when he was 40 or more years old and way past his prime. His most famous battles
were his six wars with LaMotta and his fights against Carmen Basilio, Randy Turpin and Kid
Gavilan. Robinson won the middleweight title five times, but he lost it four times. Because of this,
some have argued that Carlos Monzon and Marvelous Marvin Hagler, who were able to keep
the title for a long period of time, were superior middleweights. Robinson tried to cross over by
retiring from the ring for a time to become a dancer. It was not so unusual for a boxer to try to be
an entertainer: John L. Sullivan, Jim Corbett and Bob Fitzsimmons played on the stage; Jack
Johnson did stage and screen, as did Jack Dempsey. Joe Louis starred in a film. Even
Muhammad Ali tried acting. But Robinson failed, just as he failed in running race businesses,
which dealt almost exclusively with a segregated black clientele that could not take its patronage
elsewhere. Haygood does not discuss as much as he should the limitations of the shadow
institutions that blacks created during the days of segregation. (These institutions did not
succeed very well because they were limited by racism and by structural issues in the black
community. A good examination of these limitations can be found in Neil Lanctot's "Negro
League Baseball: The Rise and Ruin of a Black Institution.") Yet Haygood's book is certainly one
of the best biographies of a boxer ever written, although it is not quite the tour de force that is
David Margolick's "Beyond Glory: Joe Louis vs. Max Schmeling, and a World on the Brink." Like
Margolick, Haygood seems to run out of gas, and Robinson's end (he died in 1989) is not nearly
as richly evoked as his early life. But Haygood's book is an important contribution to both sports
literature and African American studies.Copyright 2009, The Washington Post. All Rights
Reserved.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.WHILE LEADING TROOPS
into battle in 1775—and with time to assess his setbacks while shifting and plotting new
strategies during the American Revolution— George Washington came to a conclusion about
sartorial affairs and his colonial militias: His soldiers were badly dressed. In the field, their
clothing consisted of common apparel: shirts and pants and shoes they managed to grab from
cabin or tent. Spotting them from yards away, one was hard pressed to distinguish a private from
an officer. The slipshod dress— soldiers had no uniforms at the Battle of Bunker Hill— often
created confusion in the ranks. Soon enough Gen. Washington insisted on uniforms for all his
men. The standards of military dress would be elevated even more in succeeding American
engagements.It was World War II that marked the first time military dress was lent the sheen of
celebrity. From Broadway to Hollywood, men and women from the entertainment ranks would be



featured in newsreels and on magazine covers wearing their military attire. Life and Photoplay
magazines were particularly adept at placing uniformed stars on their covers and throughout
their pages. Jimmy Stewart and Clark Gable looked as genuine in uniform on a military base as
they had on celluloid.Nothing created more of a high- wire act for American officialdom,
however, than the combination of blacks and war. It was a segregated country, and Secretary of
War Henry L. Stimson remained opposed to integration of the armed forces. But Washington
officials were aware of the sporadic outbursts of Negro activism around the country in recent
years, protesting the failure of antilynching and antidiscrimination legislation. Some notable
figures from the black community— Paul Robeson, W. E. B. DuBois— had uttered rather
romantic sentiments about the Communist Party, a circumstance that made Washington twitchy,
the more so after the blood began to spill upon the sand following the bombing of Pearl Harbor
on December 7, 1941.Might blacks sour on patriotism? Might America be unable to showcase a
unified front across racial lines? Labor leader John L. Lewis, in a nationwide radio address
delivered before the attack on Pearl Harbor, minced no words about what he saw as the state of
war and jobs and equal rights. “Labor in America wants no war nor any part of war. Labor in
America wants the right to work and live— not the privilege of dying by gunshot or poison gas to
sustain the mental errors of current statesmen.”Could a populace— black men and women— be
gathered up and set down on military bases and all the while be expected to heed the same
imprisoning rules that applied in outside society?There were no Negro Hollywood stars for the
War Department to woo. No figure from the Negro community in Tinseltown whoseweekly
movements were followed and marveled at by the larger public, giving them the aura of celebrity
and creating a public relations boon.Having no one from Hollywood to turn to, the War
Department reached into the Negro world of sports. And that meant Joe Louisand Sugar Ray
Robinson.Robinson was clearly rising in boxing circles, and quite rapidly. In 1941, in an
Associated Press sports editors’ poll ranking athletes,Robinson received 29 points to Joe
Louis’s 14. That positioned Robinson in sixth place to Louis’s tenth. Frank Sinkwich, the
University of Georgia’s galloping halfback, was named the nation’s number-one male athlete
that year; Boston Red Sox slugger Ted Williams was right behind Sinkwich. (Before he had
officially entered the military, Robinson participated in a celebrity boxingevent at Camp Upton,
on Long Island, with the main draw being an exhibition bout between Joe Louis and his sparring
mate George Nicholson. It was a mixture of boxing and entertainment watched by a crowd of
seven thousand, and both Sugar Ray Robinson and Bill “Bojangles” Robinson were there and
whispered about.)On the streets of Harlem, Sugar Ray Robinson was beginning to carry a
special cachet. The reporters had begun referring to him as “the Harlem Dandy.” Whereas Joe
Louis struck many as severe, Robinson was as light and chipper as a dancer. In addition,
Robinson lived in Harlem; Louis was a visitor to that cultural stomping ground, waltzing about
after his big bouts and on social occasions. The height of Joe’s power had been in the mid- and
late thirties.“If you’d see both of them on the street,” recalls the influential congressman Charlie
Rangel, who was raised in Harlem and wouldsee Louis and Robinson side by side and gawk at



them as a kid, “you’d want to run over to Sugar Ray. If both of them were walking into a bar, you’d
get a wave from Joe. But Sugar Ray would stop and be rapping. Joe was very self- conscious. If
there was an opposite of that, it was Sugar Ray.”But poll standings aside, Sugar Ray wasn’t
about to overtake Joe Louis’s popularity in the early months of wartime as the government
waged a battle for the hearts and minds of black folk. Joe was legend; Joe was lore; Joe was
going to have a poem (“Joe Louis Named the War”) written about him and the war.Joe Louis had
given black America an emancipation right into the sports world when he became heavyweight
champion in June 1937 by knocking out Jim Braddock at Comiskey Park in Chicago.Braddock, a
Depression- era hero— the Cinderella Man— had overcome poverty to stage a ring comeback
in the early 1930s; hisdefeat of champion Max Baer on June 13, 1935, was considered a
seismic upset. The victory set up his bout with Louis. Louis was a native of rural Alabama, and
on the day of the Braddock match, some of his relatives living in the Bukalew Mountains near
Lafayette, Alabama, got themselves into town so they could press ears to the radio. Louis had
trained in near-isolation in Wisconsin for the Braddock title match. There was so very much at
stake, and there were also worries from many quarters about the measure of Louis’s gifts: He
had been knocked out in June 1936 by the German Max Schmeling at Yankee Stadium. As that
bout deepened, and Schmeling— who looked on his way to defeat— began staging something
of a comeback, whites, soaked with emotion now, began to root for the German, a noise that
caused those in Louis’s corner to wonder about national loyalty. (An ocean away, Adolf Hitler,
chancellor of the Third Reich, was goose- stepping his Nazi armies around Europe, killing and
plotting war.) It was in the eighth round of that 1937 Chicago bout when, with the world listening,
Louis’s fierce right caught Braddock. “I laid it solid,” Louis would recall, “with all my body, on the
right side of his face, and his face split open. He fell in a face-down dive.” Louis had become the
first black champion since Jack Johnson. Johnson was so mercurial, there were even those in
the Louis camp who considered the retired champ unpredictable and belligerent. Johnson was
still displaying a lavish appetite for white women, agitating many blacks as he complained that
black women had taken advantage of his financial largesse. Joe Louis left no doubt about his
cultural pride. Upon his victory over Braddock there were celebrations in mud-strewn Negro
hamlets, in gin joints, in houses of ill repute in Detroit, in dressing rooms of Negro League
ballplayers barnstorming through the South, in hair salons, on rooftops where garden parties
were held in Harlem, beneath the hanging lights of the fine homes that Negroes had purchased
in the Georgetown section of the nation’s capital. Joe had made sure that— as William Nunn,
the sports editor of The Pittsburgh Courier put it—“all the fondest dreams of the 12,000,000
racial brethren of the new champion have come true. He has been a credit to them and now he
rides the ‘Glory Road.’ He has taken them up with him. He is theirs.” The aura of Joe Louis
spread like honey. A Harlem columnist felt obliged to remind his readers: “For the benefit of
some Harlem lovelies, Joe Louis is due in Harlem next week.”When Louis felled Schmeling in
June 1938 in their ballyhooed rematch— against the smoke of war in Europe and the attendant
riseof Naziism— he had produced the final line needed in a narrative arc that could be felt from



Sugar Ray’s Harlem to the offices of the War Department: The nation needed to be unified on
the home front.In 1942 Louis’s musings about patriotism had an undeniable psychological
weight for the American Negro. The military printed upArmy posters showing Louis in uniform—
helmet, khakis, canteen on belt loop, his face grim and a bayonet in hands— with somewords he
had uttered at a rally enlarged beneath the photo: “We’re going to do our part . . . and we’ll win
because we’re on God’s side.” Suddenly, he was the Negro basso profundo that sounded
through the political worries of the nation. Sugar Ray Robinson— inducted into the Army in
February 1943, thirteen months after Louis—was the keening alto sax in the corner. He looked
strikingly handsome in his pressed Ike jacket, his creased slacks, and his corporal’s stripes.
(Official military records would list him as Corp. Walker Smith, his birth name.)It would, however,
be the last time that Robinson would seem to shrink in the presence and aura of a fellow
prizefighter. He had yet to gain his first belt title; his welterweight size made him look thin as a
fashion model. Even though he had had some tough battles in the ring already, he still retained a
boyish look. But he was certainly positioning himself as the one figure— with his athletic
prowess and rhythmic style— who was ready to burst right through the curtains of racial witchery
that both Jack Johnson and Joe Louis had had to part.It seemed that entertainers and movie
stars were everywhere in the military seasons of 1943 and 1944. If they were not in uniform, they
were performing on military bases. Actresses such as Hedy Lamarr, Bette Davis, Gene Tierney,
and Carole Lombard were involved in the effort, their beauty and verve helping to sell war bonds
and bring smiles to the troops. Jimmy Stewart— who had been a huge hit in Frank Capra’s Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington in 1939—joined up and became a bomber pilot. The matinee idol
Tyrone Power would end up in the South Pacific. Fellow actor Ronald Reagan reported to Fort
March in San Francisco. (Hollywood hummed into action with its patriotic- themed films. This Is
the Army starred Kate Smith, Irving Berlin, and, among others, Lt. Ronald Reagan and Sgt. Joe
Louis. The film was full of skits and songs; Joe’s role was a speech-making cameo. He appeared
in a swaying all-black musical number, in which some lovely black dancers cavort about,
pointing out the cut of military uniforms and crooning— about the uniforms specifically—“ That’s
What the Well-Dressed Man in Harlem Will Wear.” The film was directed by Michael Curtiz.) Not
long after, Carole Lombard’s plane, a TWA DC- 3, went down in the Nevada mountains, killing
her and the crew— she had been out selling war bonds, blowing kisses— her husband, a
heartsick Clark Gable, joined the military. Gable and Lombard had nicknames for each other: Ma
and Pa.“Why Ma?” Gable asked, over and over, until it began to sound like an echo.The
American GIs needed laughter, so the comics packed their bags too. Jack Benny cracked wise,
though he thought it smart toleave his black sidekick, Eddie “Rochester” Anderson, behind,
given the racial setup of military life. The champion of the comics, however, was a jovial- looking
jokester who had been born in England but raised in Cleveland. Bob Hope— who had boxed as
a teenager before abruptly leaving that sport behind— took to war shows like a starlet to Sunset
Boulevard. Hope had made a name for himself in vaudeville. Then came Broadway and comedy
shorts. Hollywood summoned him and he garnered attention in The Cat and the Canary in 1939.



But his early “road” pictures with crooner Bing Crosby—Road to Singapore in 1940 and Road to
Morocco in 1942—set new standards for that kind of hilarity. The war shows seemed to have
been dreamed up for a man such as Hope: Some days he did four performances, yuk- yuking it
with the troops, tossing out silly lines about his cowardice, about his Hollywood friends. At a
performance in Tunisia, a wiseacre in uniform popped off at Hope.“Draft dodger! Why aren’t you
in uniform,” came the voice, stunning Hope.“Don’t you know there’s a war on?” Hope answered,
his vaudeville timing smooth as ever. “A guy could get hurt!”Sugar Ray Robinson and Joe Louis—
paired up in the military—were not on the road to Morocco. They were, however, soon on
theroad to Alabama.Read more
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Dave Schwinghammer, “Author has grating style, but worth it for fight fans.. I used to watch
Friday Night Fights sponsored by Pabst Blue Ribbon and Gillette, so many of the names in
SWEET THUNDER: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF SUGAR RAY ROBINSON are quite familiar,
especially Carmen Basilio, Gene Fullmer, and Bobo Olson, all of whom Sugar Ray fought at one
time or another.Sugar Ray fought in almost two hundred fights with a 173-19 record along with
six draws. He fought until he was forty-three with a two year hiatus to try to make it in show
business. He sometimes fought with only a week to prepare. If he wasn't pound-for-pound the
greatest, he was in the top five.Wil Haygood gives us a good look at fight action, including the
Raging Bull fights (He fought LaMotta six times) and Sugar Ray's attempt to dethrone Joey
Maxim for the light heavyweight title, where he lost on a TKO, ostensibly because of the heat in
the ring. But that's one of the main objections I have about the book. Haygood doesn't spend
enough time describing ring action. He's more concerned with sociological implications. We see
Ray entering the military during WWII (and also going AWOL); we see him as the proprietor of a
Harlem nightclub and barber shop. We see him trying to make it as a tap dancer and MC.
Another drawback is Haygood emphasis on pink Cadillacs, fur coats and jewelry dripping from
Robinson's wives. And there's too much stilted and flowery language. This sort of thing: "She
was quietly beautiful. She was the kind of woman who slipped into places. Her voice was soft
and her stature regal." Then, for some reason, Haygood includes anecdotes, and nothing much
new, about Lena Horne, Miles Davis, and Langston Hughes, despite the fact that they Ray
barely new them. I wanted more Kid Gaviland and Harry Greb.Towards the end of the book,
Haygood dispenses with the trivia and provides extensive detail on Robinson's relationship with
deprived kids. After a failed attempt at making in the movies (He was in "The Detective" with
Frank Sinatra) he spent the remainder of his life building the Sugar Ray Robinson Youth
Foundation. Despite Haygood grating prose style, this was an enjoyable book for me; I knew
many of the fighters mentioned and had actually seen some of the fights on TV. There's also a
short sequence where Sugar Ray is asked to manage the then Cassius Clay. Ray turned him
down; he was too weird. But we do discover that Ali borrowed the bolo punch from Ray.”

Michael A. McCoy, “Great read. This is the complete biography of Sugar Ray. The author did a
great job with his research. I felt like I was at ringside for every fight!”

Jim Conant, “Fascinating Inside story of an era. Very gripping story of a poor black kid who rose
to fame and glory in an era when there was an upscale part of Harlem. His athleticism made him
a champion in a brutal sport. His intelligence made him good friends with popular columnist
Walter Winchell. His generosity supported important charities. Queen Elizabeth invited him and
his wife to her birthday party in the time of the Watts riot, where Prince Phillip took him aside
and told him, "You can do something about that." He established a gathering and play program



for underprivileged young people of all colors. It didn't include boxing. "I don't want young people
hitting each other" he said.”

Allen L. Peters, “Haygood Can Write. This is a very good book and one for people who don't like
boxing. At first I wasn't sure about the weaving Sugar Ray's life into the lives of Lena Horne and
Langston Hughes and MIles Davis, but Haygood can write and this is fascinating stuff. He does
all this without robbing the fight side, giving LaMotta his due and such.My complaint comes with
some loose ends, especially at the end. First, why didn't Randy Turpin get a third fight? I
understand Robinson wanted Graziano, but Turpin deserved another shot. Haygood says
nothing here. Finally, why did Robinson's financial empire collapse so suddenly. There is
mention of mismanagement while he was on the road, but not why it all went south so quickly.
Since he weaves so much else into this biography, why not spend some time on why so many
great athletes, and seemingly so many boxers, end up broke at the end and owing so much in
back taxes?Still, I recommend this book. It is well-written and a fascinating snapshot of
Robinson and his time.”

thomas grizzell T D GRIZZELL, “Superb enjoyed every minute of this book superb on the
catalyst .... Superb enjoyed every minute of this book superb on the catalyst that was Sugar Ray
Robinson highly recommended on the Greatest Boxer ever it delves quite a bit on to his singing
and dancing times and this was indeed quite a read On The Greatest fighter to ever done the
famous GLOVES Super READ.”

geoff grainger snr, “Five Stars. Greatest fighter of all time by a mile written about brilliantly here
in this biography.”

Kevin McGoldrick, “Five Stars. A must read”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Better then awesome”

The book by Wil Haygood has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 73 people have provided feedback.
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